
Homeowners recently received a mailing from Fearrington Utilities LLC about wastewater/sewage 

lines in Camden Park. This notice provides additional information. Homeowners are responsible for 

sewer blockages, backups, and damage involving these lines and infrastructure on their lots and for 

repairs to the same.  

If you experience a sewage blockage or backup on your property, follow these steps: 

 

1. Should you have a plunger handy and are comfortable working with it, you might attempt 

to resolve the problem yourself. 

 

2. Call your regular plumber, but be sure to ask if he or she handles wastewater issues. 

 

3. If you don’t have a regular plumber or if your regular plumber is unavailable, Fearrington 

Utilities LLC has had positive feedback about these local plumbing companies with  

respect to their knowledge of Fearrington Village and their standards of customer care: 

 

Village Plumbing, 919-967-9130 

Bud Matthews Services, 919-929-0203, www.budmatthews.com 

Fullstack Plumbing, 984-234-9218, www.fullstackplumbing.com 

Sparrow & Sons Plumbing, 919-942-5171, www.sparrowsonsplumbingnc.com/ 

 

4. If your plumber is unable to solve the problem, report it immediately to Fearrington Utilities 

by calling 919-542-4000 and to Associa/HRW, the Camden Park Service Group  

management company by calling 919-787-9000. 

 

Contact Lee Grier, 252-452-2975, Chair of the Streets, Utilities, and Facilities Committee,  

if it's determined that exterior work will be necessary to fix the problem. 

 

Neither Fearrington Utilities nor Associa/HRW is responsible for resolving wastewater 

issues on homeowners’ lots but may know further information or otherwise attempt  

to be a resource. 
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What's Your Responsibility & 

What’s Fearrington Utilities Responsibility? 

Wastewater lines and infrastructure located inside your lot line are your responsibility. Wastewater 

lines and infrastructure outside of your lot lines are the responsibility of Fearrington Utilities LLC.  

If you experience a wastewater blockage or backup, and it is determined that the cause of the block-

age or backup is beyond your property line, immediately contact Fearrington Utilities LLC at  

919-542-4000.  

What Does Your Clean-Out Pipe Look Like?  

 

It’s important to know the location of your 
wastewater clean-out pipe and to keep it unob-
structed and visible. If you have a wastewater 
blockage, it may be necessary to insert a camera 
in the wastewater pipe, and the insertion point for 
the camera is often the clean-out pipe. Your repair 
costs may be significantly greater if a plumber has 
to take time to locate and uncover the clean-out.  

 

In the Camdens, clean-out pipes are typically located in 
front of the house, a few feet from the house foundation. 
However, there are certainly exceptions (for example, 
some Caswell Sidewalk and South Camden homes 
have clean-out pipes in the back of the house on the  
alley side). 


